XI
EDUCATION
at Athens the state required that all boys should be taught to
read and write; girls were not catered for. It was left to parents
to choose a school and to pay the fees for the class. The schools
themselves were run by private enterprise; and the school-
masters, as we have said, were but little respected. They often
found it difficult to extract their fees. Nevertheless, the fees
were low enough to allow even poor parents to get their sons
tolerable jnfiffngtmn Most, indeed, were not satisfied with
letters alone. Music and 'gymnastics' were considered an essen-
tial part of a liberal education; and these subjects were taught
in separate schools other than the grammar-schools.
To see that boys attended their classes regularly and did not
get into mischief in the streets, the wealthier parents put them
under the care of a slave-tutor called a 'pedagogue*, and it was
his duty to conduct them from class to class and to sit at the
back of the room till it was time to take them home for lunch.
The boys' manners and morals were his special charge. Good
deportment was much esteemed. A lad was expected to rise
when an older man entered the room, and to learn to hold him-
self correctly. It was bad manners to giggle, to grab at table, or
to sit with the legs crossed.	*""
Schooling began when a boy was six, and its elementary stage
lasted until he was fourteen. In the grammar-school he would
learn to write with a metal instrument on a tablet of soft
waj- Lessons in dictation followed. Reading was made easy
by methods similar to the modern beginner's manual. Long
passages from the national literature were learnt by heart.
Homer wras the favourite author; for his works, as we have
1 Our word 'grammar* is derived from the Greek gramma ( == *a letter of
the alphabet'); cp. grapho ( = *I write').

